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The author has organized 33 years of
expertise in Continuing Education into a
comprehensive and practical guide to the
leadership skills, behaviors and knowledge
needed to guide any Continuing Education
enterprise past the pitfalls and toward the
opportunities available. To meet the needs
of adults ages 22 to 85 who are flocking
back to school, nearly every college and
university has been establishing, and
growing their Continuing Education entity.
Yet until now there has been very little
education for leadership in this rapidly
growing field. From management and
marketing knowledge to an understanding
of the academic culture and creating a work
environment that encourages creativity,
current theory is intertwined with its
implications for the specific task of leading
a successful Continuing Education effort.
The book begins with the process of
developing a vision for the Continuing
Education enterprise and conveying that
vision to the staff, faculty and the rest of
the institution, then moves on to setting the
direction and goals of the organization,
staff development, understanding and
influencing the political environment, and
developing the skills of participative
management that lead to program strength
and creativity. Readers will find insightful
discussions of the challenges Continuing
Education enterprises face in the years
ahead
and
difference
between
administration and leadership.
Also
included is an in-depth presentation of
management theory and techniques and
marketing concepts as they apply to higher
education.
The books extraordinary
contribution is a wealth of detailed
information on the specifics of creating a
thriving Continuing Education program.
Topics includes ways to motivate staff
members, develop crucial liaisons and
build resources and budgets; guidelines for
strategic planning, managing change, and
creating dynamic work groups; specific
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techniques for creative and analytical
problem solving; and an extensive
collection of useful tools, including
questionnaires, models, diagrams, charts,
summaries and direct interactive marketing
tips. Features include:
* Specifically
targets leadership skills needed in
Continuing Education.
* Discusses
internal and external challenges and
processes. * Applies important research in
leadership behaviors to the specific
environment of Continuing Education
enterprises within higher education
institutions.
* Offers dozens of tools:
models, questionnaires, diagrams, charts,
summaries and samples.
* Includes
how-to information on strategic planning,
budgeting, proposal writing, and direct
marketing.
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Higher Education is the 6th largest graduate department at the University of Toronto and represents the convergence
Adult & Continuing Education Leadership School of Education - UWM The Higher Education Leadership and
Management Graduate Certificate administered through UMass Amherst Continuing & Professional Education
(C&PE). The Engaged Continuing Education Leader: Critical for the Future of At Oregon State University, we
offer two degrees in Adult and Higher Education: Adult Education (EdM) and Community College Leadership (EdD or
PhD). Department of Administrative Leadership School of Education - UWM Master of Arts in Higher
Education Administration and Leadership Menu. Summer Institute 2016: Abraham S. Fischler College of
Education: Higher Education, Organizational Leadership & Adult Education. LHAE :: Leadership Higher and Adult
Education at OISE The PhD program in Higher Education is pleased to advise that a cohort designed for Community
College Leaders is available to qualified applicants. LHAE :: About LHAE :: Leadership Higher and Adult
Education at OISE The Certificate in Leadership in Higher Education is a part-time program aspiring to be, or
currently in, leadership roles in colleges and universities. It will be Adult and Higher Education College of
Education Oregon State Thoughts from higher education leaders: Challenges and emerging trends in online
education. NASPA RPI, University Professional and Continuing Education Higher Education Administration School
of Education - UWM The Higher Education Group (HEG) is Canadas leading centre for graduate studies and research
in the field of higher education. Founded by the University of LHAE :: Higher Education :: Leadership Higher and
Adult Education The Department of Leadership, Higher and Adult Education has three programs of study. LHAE
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